Low-degree solar p-mode observations from the long-lived Birmingham Solar Oscillations Network (BiSON) stretch back further than any other single helioseismic data set. Results from BiSON have suggested that the response of the mode frequency to solar activity levels may be different in different cycles. In order to check whether such changes can also be seen at higher degrees, we compare the response of medium-degree solar p-modes to activity levels across three solar cycles using data from Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO), Global Oscillation Network Group (GONG), Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI) and Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI), by examining the shifts in the mode frequencies and their sensitivity to solar activity levels. We compare these shifts and sensitivities with those from radial modes from BiSON. We find that the medium-degree data show small but significant systematic differences between the cycles, with solar cycle 24 showing a frequency shift about 10 per cent larger than cycle 23 for the same change in activity as determined by the 10.7 cm radio flux. This may support the idea that there have been changes in the magnetic properties of the shallow subsurface layers of the Sun that have the strongest influence on the frequency shifts.
INTRODUCTION
The activity-related variation of the frequencies of the solar oscillation modes is one of the earliest and most robust findings of helioseismology, first detected by Woodard & Noyes (1985) using solar irradiance data and later confirmed by Palle et al. (1989) and Elsworth et al. (1990) for ground-based Sun-as-a-star observations and by Libbrecht & Woodard (1990a) for resolved-Sun observations from the Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO).
The frequency variations have now been tracked over nearly four solar cycles. Some recent work has focused on subtle long-term changes in the sensitivity of the frequencies to activity. Recently Howe et al. (2017b) corroborated the finding of Basu et al. (2012) that the lowest frequency low-degree modes from the Birmingham Solar-Oscillations Network (BiSON) show very little correlation with activ-E-mail: r.howe@bham.ac.uk ity over Solar Cycles 23 and 24, although there were distinct solar-cycle variations in Cycle 22. Salabert et al. (2015) also found little correlation for the low-degree modes in Cycles 23 and 24 using data from the Global Oscillations at Low Frequencies (GOLF) instrument. These findings raised the intriguing possibility that there may have been changes in the magnetic properties of the shallow subsurface layers, namely a thinning of the layer in which magnetic features influence the modes. As a consequence of such a thinning, the lower-frequency modes, for which the top of the cavity lies deeper below the surface than for the higher-frequency modes, would be less affected by changes in the magnetic activity level than they were when the layer was thicker. Additionally, the more recent work (Howe et al. 2017b ) found a slight increase in the sensitivity of the medium and higher frequencies to changing activity in the Cycle 24 BiSON data; this again might be explained by a compression of the layer in which the changes are taking place as the activity becomes more concentrated in the thinner layer.
These findings raise the question of whether similar changes in the sensitivity of the frequencies to activity can be seen in the medium-degree modes. Unfortunately, while the BiSON observations extend back to the mid 1970s with good coverage from 1992 onwards, continuous medium-degree observations started only around the beginning of Cycle 23. The Global Oscillations Network Group (GONG; Harvey et al. 1996) began observing in 1995, while the Michelson Doppler Imager (MDI; Scherrer et al. 1995) onboard the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) observed from 1996 -2010, with the Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager (HMI; Schou et al. 2012 ) onboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) continuing the space-based observing programme from 2010 to the present. Between them, these observations cover Cycle 23 (1996 -2008) and most of Cycle 24 (2009 to the present). The work of Howe et al. (1999) suggests that the frequency shifts from GONG in the rising phase of Cycle 23 were at least broadly on the same scale as earlier sporadic observations summarized by Libbrecht & Woodard (1990b) , and in particular the frequencies obtained from the observations at the Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) between 1986 and 1990, in the rising phase and maximum of Cycle 22.
In this Letter we revisit this comparison using data from GONG, MDI and HMI covering Cycles 23 and 24, together with the BBSO data from Cycle 22 and data from BiSON extending back to 1992. We investigate whether there is consistency between the low-degree BiSON observations and the medium-degree observations from 1986 to 2016, and whether the medium-degree data support the idea of Basu et al. (2012) and Howe et al. (2017b) about the thinning of the magnetic layer.
DATA AND ANALYSIS
To investigate the medium-degree mode shifts over the last two solar cycles we used the frequency tables from two projects. The first set of data is from GONG, generated by the GONG analysis pipeline (Hill et al. 1996) . The frequencies 1 are derived from fitting to 218 overlapping periods of 108 days, with their start times at 36-day intervals. The GONG pipeline attempts to supply a frequency for each mode of degree l, azimuthal order m, and radial order n, up to l = 150. For the purposes of this study we use the central frequency of each l, n multiplet, derived by fitting a polynomial function in m to the individual-m frequencies for each multiplet. The second set of data is based on MDI observations from 1996 -2011 and HMI observations from 2010 to the present. The pipeline used by the MDI and HMI projects generates multiplet frequencies and polynomial coefficients directly from the fit to the spectrum. We used a total of 104 data sets each derived from 72 days of observations, with the first 71 coming from MDI and the remainder from HMI; we treat the MDI and HMI data together as a continuous set. The tables of frequencies and coefficients that we used came from the most recent improvements to the Stanford pipeline 2 at the time of writing; see Larson & Schou (2015) and Larson & Schou (2018) for details. To compare the two most recent solar cycles with Cycle 22, we also consider the multiplet frequencies from the BBSO observations (Libbrecht et al. 1990; Woodard & Libbrecht 1993) , which were taken between April and September of the years 1986, 1988, 1989 and 1990 . For each medium-degree data set, we used modes with 0 ≤ l ≤ 150, and 1 ≤ n ≤ 30.
Finally, in order to compare the medium-degree data with the Sun-as-a-star observations and check whether the results are consistent with those of Howe et al. (2017b) , we use frequencies from the Birmingham Solar Oscillations Network (BiSON; Chaplin et al. 1996; Hale et al. 2016 ) derived from 1-year time periods starting in 1992. These frequencies are from the same analysis used by Howe et al. (2017b) . To avoid problems with the latitudinal weighting of Sunas-a-star observations, which causes the frequency measurements to be most sensitive to the sectoral (m = l) modes (Chaplin et al. 2004; Howe et al. 2017a) , we used only l = 0 modes for this analysis. This does result in larger uncertainties compared with those in Howe et al. (2017b) where we used 0 ≤ l ≤ 3.
As a proxy of global magnetic activity we used the 10.7 cm solar radio flux (Tapping 2013) 3 , averaged over the period corresponding to each frequency set. This proxy has been found (see, e.g. Chaplin et al. 2007 ) to be one of the proxies that is best correlated with global frequency variations, and it also has the advantage of being available for the whole of the period covered by this analysis.
For the data set from each of the projects (BiSON, GONG, MDI-HMI, BBSO), we compared only those modes for which a frequency was successfully determined in at least 70 per cent of the periods analysed; this choice is made to avoid unduly restricting the common mode set while reducing any bias due to missing modes. In order to determine a frequency shift, we need a reference frequency for each mode. Some studies use a temporal average, which has the disadvantage that it changes as more data are added or if the data cover different epochs: another possibility is to use the frequencies from a single epoch, but this results in larger uncertainties in the shifts because the uncertainty in the reference frequency is of a similar size to that in the frequencies with which it is being compared. To avoid these issues, we constructed a reference set of frequencies for each data source by performing a linear least-squares fit of the frequencies of each mode to the corresponding values of the difference of the 10.7 cm radio flux from its lowest value in the data series and taking the intercept of this fit as the 'minimumactivity' frequency relative to which all of the shifts were considered. The reference frequency for the same mode may be slightly different for different projects due to the different algorithms used to derive the mode parameters. The slope of such a fit, which we call the sensitivity, s nl , gives a measure of the response of the mode frequency to the activity index. In previous work we have also referred to this quantity as dν/dRF. 
RESULTS
In Figure 1 we show the s nl values for each mode over the whole MDI-HMI data set, together with the same values scaled by the mode inertia, I nl , from Model S of ChristensenDalsgaard et al. (1996) . This scaling was originally used for frequency shifts by Libbrecht & Woodard (1990a) . The mode inertia (also known as E nl ) was defined by ChristensenDalsgaard (1986) as equal to
where ξ r and ξ t are the radial and tangential components of the displacement, M is the total mass of the Sun, and R is its photospheric radius. The scaling reflects the way that the frequency changes are concentrated in the nearsurface layers so that modes with shallower lower turning points (higher degrees l) or shallower upper turning points (higher frequencies) are more affected by magnetic activity. The I nl values are normalized to the value at l = 0 and a frequency of 3 mHz. As was seen by Chaplin et al. (2001) and Howe et al. (2002) , for example, the scaling removes most of the 'ridge' structure seen in the left-hand panel of Figure 1 in the sensitivity values, whereby modes of each radial order n lie along distinct curves (with the sensitivity increasing with the degree l more steeply at lower orders), collapsing the sensitivity values into one frequency-dependent curve. The frequency dependence of this 'collapsed' sensitivity curve can be parametrized (see Howe et al. 2017a , and references therein), but this is not the focus of our current work. The downward trend with increasing frequency in the scaled s nl values at frequencies below about 2500 µHz is not well understood, but it is consistent with the results of Howe et al. (2002) . Figure 2 shows the temporal variation of the frequency shift for all of the data sets in the same three frequency bands as those used by Basu et al. (2012) and Howe et al. (2017b) , to facilitate comparison with that work. The frequency shifts for each mode, relative to the reference frequency obtained as described above, were scaled by the normalized mode inertia and then averaged (with 1/σ 2 weighting) over each frequency band. Also plotted is the RF flux averaged in 72-day intervals, shifted and scaled by the intercept and slope of a linear fit to the MDI-HMI frequency shifts in each band. The agreement between the GONG and MDI-HMI data is so good that the two curves can hardly be distinguished from one another or from the scaled RF, while the BBSO data lie almost on the scaled RF curve -perhaps slightly below it for the high-frequency band. There is a clear correlation between the medium-degree frequency shifts and the RF index even in the low-frequency band. The BiSON data with their larger uncertainties broadly agree wth the medium-degree values in the two higher-frequency bands, while in the low-frequency band the uncertainties in the BI-SON l = 0 data make it harder to see a clear trend, but the general trend and scale of the variation is consistent with the medium-degree results.
Finally, in Figure 3 we plot the scaled sensitivity val- ues binned in frequency, dividing the GONG and MDI-HMI data into Cycle 23 (dates before the end of 2008) and Cycle 24 (dates from 2009 onwards). In the zoomed-in view of Figure 3b we can see a small but significant difference between the scaled sensitivity values for medium-degree modes at a given frequency for the two cycles at medium and higher frequencies, with the Cycle 24 curves being systematically about 10 per cent higher than those for Cycle 23. This difference is consistent with the result of Howe et al. (2017b) for BiSON data, where a slightly higher average sensitivity was seen for the medium-and high-frequency bands in Cycle 24 than in Cycle 23. The sensitivity values for BBSO appear to follow a shallower curve, with a slightly lower sensitivity in the high-frequency band and perhaps a slightly higher value at the low-frequency end, while agreeing well with the GONG and MDI-HMI Cycle 23 values in the middle frequency range. When considering only the l = 0 modes, the uncertainties on the BiSON data do not permit a useful comparison of the frequency dependence of the sensitivity between the cycles. Note that each BiSON data point represents a single mode, while the medium-degree values combine a few dozen multiplets for each point in this plot; the number of modes averaged to obtain each multiplet frequency also scales with the degree l. Howe et al. (2017b) were able to examine the low-degree frequency variations in more detail by considering the modes with l ≤ 3. BBSO (1986 BBSO ( -1990 , GONG (1995 GONG ( -2017 and MDI-HMI (1996 -2017 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have compared the response to solar activity levels of medium-degree p-mode frequencies from GONG, MDI, and HMI in solar cycles 23 and 24 and from BBSO data in the rising phase of solar cycle 22 with that of the l = 0 mode from BiSON covering the declining phase of cycle 22 up to the present. The results are broadly consistent.
The medium-degree frequencies show a clear correlation with activity even in the low-frequency band, the scale of which appears to be consistent with the scale of the variation of the BiSON data in cycles 23 and 24, given the uncertainties in the low-degree data. The 1992 -1994 BiSON results in the low-frequency band do seem to show a larger scale of frequency variation, suggesting that the frequencies have a higher sensitivity to activity than is seen in the more recent cycles, as reported by Basu et al. (2012) . It is not clear that there is a corresponding higher sensitivity in the low-frequency BBSO data from the rising phase of cycle 22. These results raise the question of whether the low level of correlation with activity for the low-frequency, low-degree modes, in cycles 23 and 24, seen in this work and also by Basu et al. (2012) , Salabert et al. (2015) , and Howe et al. (2017b) in cycles 23 and 24, may be due to the lower signalto-noise of these observations and the relatively low activity levels in the more recent cycles.
However, interestingly, the medium-degree data at medium and high frequencies show about a 10 per cent increase in the sensitivity of the frequencies to activity between cycle 23 and cycle 24. This change is consistent with the findings of Howe et al. (2017b) for the low-degree BiSON data and would support the idea that the near-surface magnetic layer that influences the frequency shifts has become more compressed in cycle 24. We look forward to seeing what happens in Cycle 25.
